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FOREWORD 

 

My best wishes to all these student contributors, for their future endeavours. My best wishes 

and assurance to the readers, that reading this compilation will add a lot to their knowledge. 

It’s not just for the legal fraternity but for anyone who is preparing for any competitive 

exams.  

By Vrinda Khanna, Associate,  

                                                                                    All India Legal Forum 
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PREFACE 

May there be Peace in Heaven, May there be Peace in the Sky, May there be Peace in the 

Earth, May there be Peace in the Water, May there be Peace in the Plants, May there be 

Peace in the Trees, May there be Peace in the Gods in the various Worlds, May there be 

Peace in all the human beings, May there be Peace in All,  

PEACE, PEACE, PEACE.  

Our age-old culture prays for peace and happiness for one and all. Family is the first and 

oldest social group. It has played an important role in the stability and prosperity of the 

civilization. Almost everything of lasting value in humanity has its roots in the family. Peace 

and harmony in the family are important for the all-round development of children. This 

Compilation by All India Legal Forum is aimed to enhance the command of students over 

different important issues from the point of view of civil services. We’re glad to be a part of 

the All India Forum. Here’s an introduction to my team:  

Patron- in-Chief: Aayush Akar  

Editor-in-Chief: Shubhank Suman  

Senior Manager: Mahimashree Kar  

Manager: Dev Jyoti Das  

Researchers:   

Sri Padma Priya. M  

Anushka Sharma 

Pankaj Sharma 

Editor: Srabana Dutta 
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DISCLAIMER 

Team AILF India has made all the efforts to compile the important concepts of SRA, and it 

also focuses on Indian River System, World History, Relations between India and China, and 

Microeconomics. Understanding of this is very important for the students from the point of 

view of any competitive exam especially related to law.  
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CIVIL  

SILICON VALLEY START-UP ROBINHOOD - WALL STREET CHAOS 

Why in news? 

✓ The online trading app Robinhood became a cultural phenomenon in Silicon Valley 

with being one of the hottest venues in the past week’s retail-trading frenzy. 

✓ But it abruptly blocked clients from purchasing shares of some companies whose 

stock prices had spiked dramatically and shaken up Wall Street. 

How did Robinhood evolve? 

✓ Robinhood is a trading platform operated by American financial services company 

Robinhood Markets Inc. 

✓ It is a broker-dealer registered with the United States Securities and Exchange 

Commission. 

✓ The company is headquartered in Menlo Park, California. 

✓ It was founded in April 2013 by Vladimir Tenev and Indian American Baiju Bhatt. 

✓ Both of them are now co-chief executive officers of the company. Robinhood’s 

revenue comes from interest earned on customers' cash balances, margin lending and 

selling order information to high-frequency traders. 

✓ The platform is believed to have had 13 million users in 2020. 

✓ It came with a promise to wrest the stock market away from Wall Street’s traditional 

gatekeepers and “let the people trade.” 

What happened now? 

✓ Many of the small investors were on a mission to challenge the dominance of Wall 

Street. 

✓ They thus used Robinhood’s free trades. 

✓ Investors on Robinhood, who had been buying up options and shares of GameStop, a 

video game retailer, enlarged those bets. 

✓ Rampant speculation on options contracts helped drive the rise of GameStop’s shares 

from about $20 on January 12, 2021 to nearly $500 in less than 20 days. 

✓ Investors also began making big trades in other stocks, including AMC 
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Entertainment. 

✓ The trade frenzy thus morphed into a crisis. 

What did the firm do? 

✓ As the trading mania grew, the financial system’s risk reduction mechanisms kicked 

in. 

✓ The mechanism is managed by obscure entities at the center of the stock market 

called clearinghouses. 

✓ This forced Robinhood to find emergency cash to continue to be able to trade. 

✓ It had to stop customers from buying a number of heavily traded stocks and draw on a 

more than $500 million bank line of credit. 

✓ The company also took an emergency infusion of more than $1 billion from its 

existing investors. 

What was the clearinghouse’s role? 

✓ One institution that tripped up Robinhood in the recent episode is a clearinghouse 

called the Depository Trust & Clearing Corp (DTCC). 

✓ It is owned by its member financial institutions including Robinhood. 

✓ The DTCC clears and settles most stock trading, essentially making sure that the 

money and the shares end up in the right hands. 

✓ Options trades are cleared by another entity. 

✓ But the DTCC’s role is more than just clerical. 

✓ Clearinghouses are supposed to help insulate a particular market from extreme risks. 

✓ It does this by making sure that if a single financial player goes broke, it doesn’t 

create a contagion. 

✓ To do its job, the DTCC requires its members to keep a cushion of cash that can be 

put toward stabilizing the system if needed. 

✓ When stocks are swinging wildly or there’s a flurry of trading, the size of the 

cushion it demands from each member, known as a margin call, can grow on short 

notice. 

✓ In the recent event, the DTCC notified its member firms that the total cushion, which 

was then $26 billion, needed to grow to $33.5 billion, within hours. 
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✓ As Robinhood customers were responsible for so much trading, it was responsible 

for footing a significant portion of the bill. 

✓ The DTCC’s demand is not negotiable. 

✓ A firm that cannot meet its margin call is effectively out of the stock trading business 

because DTCC will not clear its trades any more. 

✓ For a start-up like Robinhood, generating additional hundreds of millions of dollars 

on short notice is a big deal. 

What was the response? 

✓ The company ended up creating risk for their customers and systemic risk for the 

market more broadly. 

✓ Users flooded online app stores with hurtful reviews, with some accusing Robinhood 

of doing the bidding of Wall Street. 

✓ Others sued the company for the losses they sustained. 

✓ On the other hand, even as Robinhood’s actions angered existing customers, it was 

winning new ones. 

✓ The Securities and Exchange Commission said that it would closely review any 

actions that may “disadvantage investors or otherwise unduly inhibit their ability to 

trade certain securities.” 

✓ While Robinhood arranged for the needed cash from its credit line and investors, it 

limited its customers from buying GameStop, AMC and other shares. 

✓ Allowing its investors to sell the volatile stocks, but not buy them, reduced 

Robinhood’s risk level and helped it meet requirements for additional cash. 

✓ Notably, the deposit requirements had increased tenfold during the week. 

What was unique with Robinhood and what impact did this create? 

✓ The two who created the company in 2013 said from the beginning that their focus 

was on “democratizing finance” by making trading available to anyone. To do so, the 

company has repeatedly employed a classic Silicon Valley formula of user-friendly 

software, brash marketing and a disregard for existing rules and institutions. 

✓ E.g. online brokers had traditionally charged around $10 for every trade But 

Robinhood said that customers of its phone app could trade for free. The move drew 

in hordes of young investors. 
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✓ Robinhood also popularized options trading among new investors. An 

option is generally cheaper than buying a stock outright. 

✓ But options trading have the potential to lead to much bigger and faster gains and 

losses. 

✓ This was why regulators and brokers have traditionally restricted trading in these 

financial contracts to more sophisticated traders. 

✓ In building its business this way, the company disregarded academic research. 

✓ It thus ignored propositions showing how frequent, frictionless trading generally 

does not lead to good financial outcomes for investors. 

FOREST 

A forest is an area of land dominated by trees. Hundreds of definitions of forest are used 

throughout the world, incorporating factors such as tree density, tree height, land use, legal 

standing and ecological function. The Food and Agriculture Organization defines a forest as 

land spanning more than 0.5 hectares with trees higher than 5 meters and a canopy cover of 

more than 10 percent, or trees able to reach these thresholds in situ. It does not include land 

that is predominantly under agricultural or urban land use. Using this definition FRA 2020 

found that forests covered 4.06 billion hectares or approximately 31 percent of the global 

land area in 2020 but are not equally distributed around the globe. The ecosystem, biomes, 

biodiversity, and species or population interaction in such communities are an important 

aspect of Biology. Forest is a large geographical area dominated by trees, animals of various 

species, aquatic biomes and microorganisms. Study of forest and its various aspects becomes 

imperative if you want to learn about the biological interaction of species on a large scale. 

Forest Biology 

Forest Biology is a multidisciplinary field consisting of molecular transmission and 

population genetics, physical limits of tree height, causes of drought, landscape genomics, 

forest pathology and entomology, biogeography and ecosystem ecology of the forest. 

Forest Biodiversity 

Forest Biodiversity or Forest Biological Diversity refers to the study of life forms found in a 

forest and their ecological roles. Forest is a diverse natural habitat system representing the 

most sumptuous biological areas on Earth. Nearly 30% of the Earth’s surface is covered with 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Food_and_Agriculture_Organization
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forests but it is dwindling because of commercial exploitation. As per the Convention on 

Biological Diversity (CBD), Forest biodiversity is a result of the evolutionary processes 

which occurred over thousands and millions of years. This process of evolution itself was 

driven by ecological forces like fire, climate, water, temperature, exposure to light, and 

ecological phenomena like competition and disturbance. 

Forest Ecosystem 

Study of interdependent relations of flora and fauna in a forest is termed as Forest Ecosystem. 

In such ecosystems, the entire interaction happens naturally between all abiotic and biotic 

components. The ecological potential of any species depends on their habitat requirements 

like temperature, climate, frugality, their lifespan and, reproducing capacity. 

Types of Forest Ecosystem 

1. Temperate Forest Ecosystem 

2. The Tropical Rainforest Ecosystem 

3. Boreal or Taiga Forests 

4. There are Producers who prepare food for the entire forest ecosystem. Trees and 

plants are thus called the primary producers. Consumers are the one who cannot 

produce their own food and thus depend on producers for their food and energy 

sources. Organisms that only eat plants are referred to as primary consumers. For 

example, herbivores such as deer and rabbits are primary consumers. Secondary 

consumers feed on herbivores and are called as Carnivores. Omnivores are the 

consumers that feed both on plant and animals. 

5. Organisms like worms, microbes, fungi, ants, and other bugs are called Decomposers 

as they break down the plant and animal wastes into small particles which ultimately 

blends with the environment. Human beings are omnivores as they feed on both flora 

and fauna and thus are a part of this forest ecosystem. 

Types of Forests 

1. Tropical Forests: 

Tropical forests are found between the line of cancer and the line of Capricorn that is both 

23.5 degree north and south of equator. Tropical forests can be divided into Evergreen forests 

and deciduous forests. Tropical Evergreen forests or rain forests have super hot temperatures 

https://byjus.com/biology/ecosystem/
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all year long and get up to 80 inches (2000 mm) of rain a year and relative humidity is 

uniformly high. Tropical rainforests are located near the equator. 

Fifty seven percent of all tropical rainforests are found in Amazon Basin of Latin America. 

One third of the world’s tropical rainforests are in Brazil. Other tropical rainforests are 

located in Southeast Asia (Southeast Coast of India, Sri Lanka, the Malaysian Peninsula, the 

Indonesian Archipelago, Borneo, Sarawak, and Papua New Guinea and the Pacific Islands 

(25% of the world’s tropical rainforests) and West Africa (18%). 

They are vital storehouses of biodiversity on the planet. Amazon forests alone have 2,500 tree 

species. Tropical rain forests are under constant assault for various reasons, such as, 

agriculture, logging, resettlement of migrants, industrial fuel, hydroelectric development, etc. 

Tropical rain forests also lead to greater concentration outside the forest area. In Peru, 60% of 

the land area, covered with such forests, has only 10% of Peru’s population. 

So is the case of Brazil’s Amazon Basin, which is rightly called as the world’s greatest 

“deserts” (because of a very low density of population – one person per square mile). The 

low settlement is because of heavy vegetation, harsh tropical climate and generally the poor 

quality of soil. The other kind of tropical forests are known as tropical deciduous forests. 

These are spread over monsoonal forests of Southern and Southeastern Asia. In South 

America and Africa, on the borders of evergreen forests too deciduous forests are found. 

These forests, also known as Sub-tropical forests, are found to the south and north of the 

tropical forests. The trees here are adapted to resist the summer drought. 

2. Temperate Forests: 

Temperate forests can be divided into deciduous, coniferous forests, mixed, and Broad-leaved 

Evergreen. Deciduous forests are found on the Southern side of Boreal forests, i.e., Eastern 

United States, Canada, Europe, China and Japan. These forests are found mostly between 30 

degree to 50 degree North Latitude which includes the Eastern United States, Europe, 

Western Turkey, Eastern Iran, Western China, and Japan. A few of such forests are also 

found in South America, Southern Africa, Australia and New Zealand. The frost-free season 

remains in vogue for 4 to 8 months. Temperate deciduous forests have to bear warm summers 

and cold winters (temperature dipping to -30 degree Celsius). 

Maples, beeches, hickories, and oaks are the most popular trees. Temperate forests, which are 

also known as deciduous forests, have four distinct seasons, which means all the tree leaves 
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fall off in the winter months. Tons of animals live in temperate forests like beavers, black and 

brown bears, deer, foxes, raccoons, skunks, rabbits and various bird species. Temperate 

coniferous forests are spread in the montane forests (also known as cloud forests because they 

receive most of their precipitation from the mist or fog that comes up from the lowlands). 

Some of these montane woodlands and grasslands are found in high-elevation tropical, 

subtropical and temperate zones of North America, Europe, and China…These are also 

available on smaller areas of montane regions of Korea, Japan, Mexico, Nicaragua, and 

Guatemala. Major trees include abies, pinus, pseudotsuga, and Thuja. 

3. Boreal Forests: 

Boreal forests often get less rain than the other forests and are home to evergreen trees, which 

stay green all year long. This is because they have needles, which don’t need as much water 

as regular tree leaves. Boreal forests are only in the Northern Hemisphere and can be found in 

the high latitudes of North America and Eurasia where they are found from Scandinavia to 

eastern Siberia. 

There is extreme cold. Soil remains beneath the surface and the frost-free season remains in 

vogue for 50-100 days. Roughly 20% of the world’s forest area comprises of this type of 

forests. The trees available are spruces, firs, and larches. Relatively small trees not exceeding 

30 m in height create densely shaded forest floor. Frequent fire occurs. 

4. Plantation Forests: 

There are around 140 million hectares of “plantation forests” in the world, accounting for 

around 7% of global forest cover. The productivity of planted forests, in terms of supplying a 

sustainable volume of timber and fibre, is usually greater than natural forests. Plantations 

produce around 40% of industrial wood. Both the plantation area and contribution to world 

wood production are projected to continue to increase in the foreseeable future. 

CIVIL  

Alexei Navalny and Russia 

What is the issue? 

✓ The latest happening in relation with anti-Putin activist Alexei Navalny is his 

detention on arrival from Berlin and the subsequent country-wide public protests. 
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✓ The events surrounding Navalny needs attention and here is a look at the likely 

impact of his presence and role in Russia. 

Who is Alexei Navalny? 

✓ Navalny is a lawyer-turned-activist. 

✓ His political career started with the liberal opposition party, Yabloko, in the early 

2000s. 

✓ He subsequently broke away to form his own nationalist group. 

His anti-corruption campaigns began in the late 2000s. 

✓ As a shareholder of large companies such as Rosneft, Gazprom, he tried to seek 

greater transparency about their financial dealings. 

✓ He followed this up with several exposes of key members of the Russian elite. He 

came to prominence in 2008 after he started exposing corruption in Russian politics 

through a blog. 

✓ In 2018, he was barred from standing against Putin in the presidential elections. 

✓ He has also been arrested on multiple occasions. 

✓ Since he started his political campaigning, Navalny has spearheaded many anti-

corruption rallies in Russia. 

✓ The latest, now viral exposure, targets Russian President Vladimir Putin himself. 

✓ Navalny is considered to be the face of the opposition in Russia, a country that has 

long been known to eliminate dissidents and spies by poisoning them. 

What happened to him recently? 

✓ In August 2020, Navalny was put on ventilator support in a Siberian hospital after he 

consumed a cup of tea that is suspected to be poisoned. 

✓ While Navalny was returning to Moscow by air, he felt unwell as a result of which 

the plane made an emergency landing in Omsk. 

✓ Navalny had toxic poisoning. 

✓ Reportedly, Russian intelligence operatives trained in poisons, who had been trailing 

Navalny for years, were nearby him around this time. 

✓ It was assumed that Alexei was poisoned with something mixed into the tea. It was 

the only thing that he drank that morning. 

✓ At the request of his wife, he was taken to Germany where he completed his treatment 
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and had a miraculous recovery. 

What is the controversy around this? 

✓ The German government felt that it had enough evidence to accuse the Russian 

security services of poisoning Mr. Navalny. 

✓ The Germans claim that he was struck with the now infamous Novichok poison. 

✓ This led to the European Union imposing sanctions on six Russian officials, 

including the head of the national security outfit, Federal Security Service (FSB) and 

a chemical research Centre. 

✓ Russia denies the accusations. 

✓ But the Russian government still has many questions to answer about the poisoning. 

✓ Also, this was not the first time that Navalny was faced with such a situation. As 

learnt, there had been several attempts to kill him. 

What has Russia’s reaction been? 

✓ Russian authorities have denied playing a role in Navalny’s poisoning. 

✓ Last month, Russian president Vladimir Putin, who is entering his 22nd year in 

power, alleged that Navalny “relies on the support of US special services.” Putin has 

even told journalists with a laugh that if Russian operatives wanted to kill Navalny, 

“they would have probably finished the job.” 

What is the significance of the current protests? 

✓ The present charges against Navalny for detention include an old case in which he 

received a suspended sentence and a new case of fraudulent use of public money. 

✓ Mr. Navalny denies all charges. 

✓ The protests demanding his release are widespread, occurring in every major city, 

from the Pacific coast to the Baltic Sea. 

✓ They resulted in about 3,000 people being detained and released. 

These are not the largest seen in Russia. 

✓ However, what is different this time is that people from various strata and age groups 

joined the mostly peaceful protest actions. 

✓ Normally, Navalny-related demonstrations attract primarily youth (15-25 years old). 
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✓ The fact that others joined the protest this time is significant. 

✓ It is probably a reflection of the deep disillusionment with the drop in living 

standards. 

✓ This is sparked off by years of Ukraine-related sanctions and lower energy prices. 

✓ The conditions were worsened by the pandemic-driven economic downturn. 

Why is it a challenge for the government? 

✓ What would worry the government now is Navalny’s call for ‘smart voting’ in the 

forthcoming parliamentary elections. 

✓ All opposition voting for one person against the ruling party candidate is a cause of 

concern for the present government. 

✓ Also, it is suggested that Navalny was used as a tool in the internal battles among the 

elites. 

✓ This is supported by the fact that some of the information that Mr. Navalny uses in 

his anti-corruption campaigns would be difficult, actually impossible, to find in 

publicly available sources. 

✓ This kind of knowledge would have to come from someone not just inside, but very 

high-up in the system. 

What is the likely impact? 

✓ The anti-regime protests expectedly sparked off mixed reactions. 

✓ Some suggest that these are the beginning of serious moves for regime change. 

✓ Navalny’s return from Germany is even compared to a similar journey in 1917 in a 

sealed train by iconic Bolshevik leader (Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov) Lenin. 

✓ This was the precursor to the October revolution of that year. 

✓ Notwithstanding the euphoria, Alexei Navalny is unlikely to be the catalyst that will 

lead to ‘regime change’ in Russia 

✓ And whatever the reasoning, Mr. Navalny is no Lenin, even if the protests for his 

release continue. 

✓ His nationalist platform is not currently capable of appealing to all sections of 

Russian society or convincing the political opposition to coalesce around it. 

✓ However, it is clear that now, Mr. Navalny will have a more prominent role in 

Russian politics. 
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✓ He is likely to emerge as a favourable figure of the western media. 

✓ Navalny’s presence and role is also an indication of serious churn among the Russian 

elites. 

✓ To note, in Russia, historically, barring once, change usually begins in the upper 

echelons of power. 
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